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Abstract—A significant portion of the textual data available
on the Web comes from microblogging services such as Twitter.
A considerable body of research has hence investigated methods
for processing streams of short texts from such services as well
as benchmarking online social networks. However, the costs
connected with the acquisition of real microblogs is prohibitive
for researchers with limited resources. We address this challenge
by proposing TWIG, a benchmark generator for microblogging
services similar to Twitter. It is a collection of algorithms to: 1)
serialize users and their tweets from Twitter in RDF, 2) analyze
such serialized data in RDF to approximate distributions over
the underlying social network and 3) mimic a social network by
generating synthetic users and tweets based on the approximated
distributions. By using TWIG generated data, researchers can
carry out preliminary evaluations of social network analysis and
NLP approaches at low cost. Experimental and human evaluation
results suggest that the synthetic tweets generated by TWIG are
hardly distinguishable from human-generated tweets. Moreover,
our results also underpin the scalability of our approach. Our
Java implementation of TWIG is open-source and can be found
at: https://github.com/dice-group/TWIG.

I. INTRODUCTION

A significant portion of the textual data available on the
Web comes from microblogging services. For example, the
Statista service records approximate 330 million Twitter users
in the first quarter of 2019.1 A considerable body of research
has hence investigated methods for processing streams of short
texts from such services as well as benchmarking online social
networks. The increasing popularity of microblogging services
as a data source for a multitude of applications, such as entity
extraction [1] and sentiment analysis [2], [3], makes the ex-
istence of corresponding benchmarks, which allow repeatable
experiments, indispensable for the corresponding researchers.
For this reason, a number of reference datasets based on
Twitter (e.g., the Twitter7 dataset with 476 million tweets
from 20 million users covering a six-month period from June
1 2009 to December 31 2009) were created [4]. However,
a large portion of these datasets are no longer available for
legal reasons. While corresponding APIs are available (e.g.,
the Twitter API2), the costs connected with the acquisition
of human-generated microblog data from the corresponding

1https://www.statista.com/statistics/282087/
number-of-monthly-active-twitter-users

2https://developer.twitter.com/en/products/tweets

APIs as well as the costs for their manual annotation with, for
instance, using Amazon Mechanical Turk [3], is prohibitive
for researchers with limited financial resources. We developed
TWIG in an effort to alleviate this problem.

In this paper, we address the problem of generating Twitter-
like data for benchmarking by providing the Twitter Bench-
mark Generator, TWIG. TWIG has two main goals: mimicking
the Twitter Network datastream (including tweets and users)
and storing the mimicked results in an RDF serialization.
TWIG achieves these goals by learning from a crawl of
Twitter containing millions of tweets and users.3 The crawl
includes unique IDs for users, user tweet times and the tweets
themselves.

TWIG parses a crawl to generate a synthetic network with
synthetic tweets. This generation is based on three probability
distributions. One for the tweet daytime, which describes the
probability that a tweet is sent out at a specific minute during
a day. One probability distribution for the number of tweets,
which describes the probability that a specific number of
tweets is sent in a given time period. Finally, TWIG employs
a Markov chain for the distributions of word predecessors and
successors, which describes the probability that a word is being
followed by another word under the assumption of a Markov
chain. Those three TWIG probability distributions are used in
an automation to mimic users, tweet times and to generate
synthetic tweets.

The results of TWIG can be used, for instance, to bench-
mark storage systems w.r.t. their performance when faced with
Twitter streams [5]. Moreover, TWIG can be used as a silver
standard for various tasks including named entity recognition
and sentiment analysis so as to cut down the costs linked
with the creation of such benchmarks [3].4 Using TWIG has
the main advantage of leading to highly configurable and
scalable experiments. Moreover, it is a deterministic algorithm
and thus creates with the same parameter and data always
the same synthetic social network with the same users and
tweets. Hence, TWIG ensures repeatable experiments. By
being integrated into the HOBBIT platform [6], TWIG ensure
fully comparable and FAIR benchmarking.

3The crawl cannot be made available for legal reasons.
4We are aware that the results of TWIG can only be used to create silver

standard data and run preliminary experiments as they generated automatically.



The rest of this paper is structured as follows. After briefly
describing recent approaches related to the areas present in
the TWIG processes in Section II, we define the terminology
and notation used in this paper in Section III. Subsequently,
we introduce our proposed approach in Section IV and present
our evaluation in Section V. Lastly, we conclude by discussing
our results and future work in Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Natural Language Generation

Natural Language Generation (NLG) is the process of
generating coherent natural language text from non-linguistic
data [7]. Although the community agrees on the text and
speech output of these systems, there is far less consensus on
what the input should be [8]. A wide range of inputs have been
employed for NLG systems, including images [9], numeric
data [10] and Semantic Web (SW) data [11]. Real applications
can be found in domains such as health care [12], feedback
for car drivers [13], diet management [14] and sportscasting
news [15].

Recently, Twitter has made access on their data private,
making only available its outdated NLP datasets such as the
subsets for sentiment analysis5. Consequently, the research
on noisy NLP text has been affected. A few works have
investigate the automatic generation of tweets for training
Natural Language Processing (NLP) models such as TwiBiNG
by [16]. This work deals with the selection of relevant data
on the enormous volumes of tweets generated every minute.
They proposed a bipartite algorithm that clusters authentic
tweets based on key phrases and ranks the clusters based
on trends in each timeslot. Finally, we present an approach
to select those topics which have sufficient content to form
a story. Still, the researcher must have access on the twitter
private key to run this research. [17] investigated the automatic
generation of tweets, the authors created a data-driven NLG
approach, which makes use of traffic information with other
knowledge sources, to automatically generate natural language
tweets. They considered how different forms of information
can be combined to provide tweets customized to a particular
location and/or specific user.

To the best of our knowledge, our approach is the first
to create a benchmark generator for microblogging services
similar to Twitter.

B. Text Classification

A plethora of works have exploited the problem of classi-
fying short-text, mostly tweets. [18] employed Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) model augmented with a knowledge
base to contextualize tweets for identifying the category of
information contained in crisis-related social media content.
[19] enriched the tweets’ representation with word and sub-
word information to be used on the same CNN architecture.
Other works have also confirmed the efficiency of CNN in
classifying tweets of even new events [20], [21]. Due to the

5https://www.kaggle.com/kavita5/twitter-dataset-avengersendgame

promising results of end-to-end deep learning approaches,
other Neural Network (NN) architectures gained traction on
the same task. [22] trained a Bidirectional-LSTM as the first
hidden layer to encode the contextual information, followed
by three more layers of vanilla LSTM. Their experiments
outperformed all previous CNN based models. Recently, [23]
relied on BERT [24], which is the new state-of-the-art lan-
guage model, to classify disaster-related tweets into multi-label
information types. The authors employed a fine-tuned BERT
model with ten BERT layers. In the same vein, [25] used
BERT for transfer learning. The standard BERT architecture
for classification and several other customized BERT archi-
tectures are trained to compare with the baseline bidirectional
LSTM along with pre-trained Glove Twitter embeddings.

Some non-deep learning algorithms are effective and per-
form well. [26] explores a simple and efficient baseline for text
classification. Our experiments show that the fastText classifier
is often on par with deep learning classifiers.

III. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATIONS

A. TWIG Ontology

Our TWIG Ontology, partly visualized with Web-
VOWL [27] in Figure 1, consists of three classes: Tweet,
OnlineTwitterAccount and SocialNetwork. The
last two mentioned are subclasses of classes from the ex-
ternal FOAF Vocabulary6. Furthermore, the TWIG Ontology
consists of two object properties, sends and mentions,
which describe sending tweets from a user within a social
network and mentions of users in a tweet. Through this
paper, we use the term user as a synonym for an instance of
the OnlineTwitterAccount class. Each tweet has two
data properties: tweetContent, a string holding the tweet
message; and tweetTime, a dateTime holding the time a
tweet was sent in the network.

The TWIG Ontology, which is prefixed with twig in this
paper, can be found at the public repository7.

B. RDF and SPARQL

Throughout the paper, it is assumed that the prefixes in
Listing 1 are preposed whenever a Resource Description
Framework (RDF) serialization in Turtle is listed in the paper
and the prefixes in Listing 2 whenever a SPARQL Protocol and
RDF Query Language (SPARQL) query is listed in the paper.

Listing 1: Prefixes for RDF serializations.
@prefix foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
@prefix twig: <https://dice-research.org/twig#> .
@prefix xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

6http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/
7https://github.com/dice-group/TWIG/blob/master/src/main/resources/

OWL/twig.owl



Figure 1: TWIG Ontology partly visualized.

Listing 2: Prefixes for SPARQL queries.
PREFIX foaf: <http://xmlns.com/foaf/0.1/> .
PREFIX owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> .
PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#> .
PREFIX twig: <https://dice-research.org/twig#> .
PREFIX xsd: <http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#> .

C. Markov Chain Model

Markov chains are one of the stochastic processes that are
widely applied in discrete time series modeling and simulation.
We follow the definitions in [28], a Markov chain is defined
as a special type of stochastic process, which deals with char-
acterization of sequences of random variables, with particular
attention paid to the dynamic and the limiting behaviors of
the sequences. A stochastic process can be defined as a set
of random quantities {θ(t) : t ∈ T} from a set T . The set
{θt : t ∈ T} is said to be a stochastic process with state space
S and parameter set T . In this paper the set T is taken as
countable and thus defining a discrete time stochastic process.
A Markov chain is a stochastic process where given the present
state, past and future states are independent

Pr(θ(n+1) ∈ A|θ(n) = x, θ(n−1) ∈ An−1, . . . , θ(0) ∈ A0)

= Pr(θ(n+1) ∈ A|θ(n) = x)

for all sets A0, ..., An−1, A ⊂ S and x ∈ S. In this paper, S =
{x1, ..., xr} is a discrete state space and finite with r elements.
In our approach, we consider a homogeneous, two-state, first-
order Markov chain for which the probability of any particular
transition from one step to the next remains constant over
time and for which only two states exists, the predecessor and

successor state. Thus, a transition matrix P , given by transition
probabilities P (xi, xj) on the (i, j)th elements can be defined

P =

P (x1, x1) . . . P (x1, xr)
...

. . .
...

P (xr, x1) . . . P (xr, xr)

 .

IV. TWIG APPROACH

Our approach, TWIG, aims to mimic a given social network
with it’s users and blog messages. Therefore, it is in general a
collection of algorithms to: 1) crawl and parse social network
data (with users, their blog messages and sending times) as
well as to anonymize, transform and serialize the parsed data
into an RDF TWIG model; 2) analyze RDF TWIG models and
approximate probability distributions of the underlying social
network; 3) mimic social networks by generating users and
microblogging messages based on the approximated distribu-
tions.

Figure 2 depicts the TWIG data flow. The dashed rectangles
show the training (on the left) and the mimicking phase (on
the right). Starting with the training phase, which includes our
algorithms for crawling, parsing and analyzing, TWIG offers
an ontology (Section III-A) that describes social networks with
users and microblogging messages. Based on this ontology,
a parser transforms a crawled or given dataset of a social
network into an RDF TWIG model. This model stores the
given authentic network in machine-readable form. Based on
this, the authentic network is analyzed through querying this
stored RDF TWIG model with SPARQL requests. With those
analyses, three distributions over the authentic network are
approximated and serialized. In the mimicking phase, those
three distributions along with its parameters serve as input to
mimic a social network. This synthetic social network is then
serialized in RDF based on the TWIG ontology.
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Figure 2: The data flow of the proposed approach.

A. TWIG Model
With TWIG, we crawl and parse a given microblogging

service, anonymize the parsed data and store the data
that include unique IDs for users, user tweet times and
the tweets themselves into an RDF serialization. The
TWIG parsing algorithm includes an anonymization step
enabling its usage for other datasets with private data.

Listing 3: General stored user data.
twig:u
a owl:NamedIndividual, twig:OnlineTwitterAccount ;
twig:sends twig:u_t1, twig:u_t2 .

Listing 4: General stored tweet data.
twig:u_t1
a owl:NamedIndividual, twig:Tweet ;
twig:tweetContent mˆˆxsd:string ;
twig:tweetTime tˆˆxsd:dateTime ;
twig:mentions twig:v .

Let u be an anonymized user name. Further, let u_t1 and
u_t2 two tweets sent by this user. TWIG stores a user and
its sent tweets as an RDF resource (Listing 3); and a tweet
as an RDF resource as well (Listing 4). A tweet sent by
user u is stored as u_t where t is the tweets timestamp
in the format yyyy-mm-ddThh:mm:ss. Let m be a tweet
message of the tweet u_t, every matching of the regular
expression @([a-zA-Z0-9_]{1,15}) in m is a reference
to another user v. For every reference to another user, TWIG
will add those as mentions to the tweet u_t.

The result of the parsing process is a single RDF TWIG
model containing all users and their tweets of the authentic
network. We serialize this authentic network and the mimicked
synthetic network by TWIG with the same schema. Thus, we
basically utilize the TWIG ontology to describe the input and
output data of our approach.

B. Analysis
Mimicking a network requires knowledge of the behavior

of this network. Hence, TWIG offers analyses of given RDF
twitter models, which are based on the ontology as it has been
descried in Section IV-A. The analyses cover three different
distributions: the Tweet Number Distribution ν, the Tweet
Daytime Distribution δ and the Word Predecessor-Successor
Distribution ω, which are discrete probability distributions.

1) Tweet Number Distribution: TWIG mimics the behavior
of the number of tweets, send within a specified time t by
a network user, with an approximated discrete probability
distribution νt sampled on the original network. For this
approximation, TWIG analysis the original network by
querying over all users in the RDF model to count the
number of tweets that have been sent by the single users (see
Listing 5) and to record the difference between the first and the
last day the user has sent at least one message (see Listing 6).

Listing 5: SPARQL query to request the number of tweets
of a user u.
SELECT (COUNT(?tweet) AS ?n) WHERE {
u twig:sends ?tweet

}

Listing 6: SPARQL query to request the first and last time
a tweet was sent by user u.
SELECT (MIN(?tweetTime) as ?first)

(MAX(?tweetTime) as ?last) WHERE {
u twig:sends ?tweet .
?tweet twig:tweetTime ?tweetTime

}

Let n ∈ N be the number of tweets sent by a user u.
Let t, t′ ∈ N+, with t a constant number of days for the
normalization of days and with t′ the number of days
a user u has sent messages. The normalized number of
tweets is calculated as nt = n

t′ · t. With this normalized
number of tweets, a frequency distribution Hν,t : N → N
is determined, where Hν,t(j) = k expresses that k users
have send j tweets in t days. Based on Hν,t, a discrete
probability distribution νt : N → [0, 1] can be determined.
This probability distribution gives the probability for a user
sending j tweets during t days: νt(j) =

Hν,t(j)∑
i∈N+ Hν,t(i)

with
j ∈ N.

2) Tweet Daytime Distribution: TWIG mimics the behavior
of the network daytime with an approximated probability
distribution δ sampled on the original network. TWIG
determines the frequency distribution Hδ : Γ → N,
where Γ = {00:01, 00:02, . . . , 23:59} is the set of
minutes on a single day. Based on the frequencies
gathered from the original network data (Listing 7),
the probability distribution δ : Γ → [0, 1] is calculated



with: δ(j) = Hδ(j)∑
γ∈Γ Hδ(γ)

, which expresses on which
minute during the day a tweet is send by a network user.

Listing 7: SPARQL query to request the time a tweet u t1
was sent.
SELECT ?tweetTime WHERE {
u_t1 twig:tweetTime ?tweetTime

}

Listing 8: SPARQL query to request the tweet content of
tweet u t1.
SELECT ?content WHERE {
u_t1 twig:tweetContent ?content

}

3) Word Predecessor-Successor Distribution: TWIG makes
use of a first-order Markov chain, which describes the prob-
ability for a word being followed by another word, to create
synthetic tweets. TWIG queries (Listing 8) and analysis tweets
in a given RDF TWIG model to create frequency distributions
over all words and the followed words in the tweets. It applies
a fast tokenizer [29] to split those messages to words. A set of
characters Σ is given and a word predecessor-successor com-
bination, a tuple of words (w1, w2) with w1, w2 ∈ Σ∗, defines
that word w2 is successor of word w1. TWIG approximates
a Word Predecessor-Successor Distribution ω : Σ∗ → ω̂ with
ω̂ : Σ∗ → [0, 1]. Based on the frequencies of predecessor-
successor combinations, Hω : Σ∗ × Σ∗ → N gathered from
the tweet content, we created the probability distribution ω.
Thus, with (ω(w1))(w2) = p, the transition probability is p
for (w1, w2).

C. Synthetic Tweet Generation and Network Simulation

TWIG applies the three distributions (Section IV-B) to
mimic the Twitter network by creating synthetic tweets, users
and there tweet times. TWIG expects parameters for the
scalability of the data: parameter n for the number of users; d
defines the start date; t the duration of the mimicking time in
days and s a pseudo random number generator seed. The last
parameter is needed for variations of the mimicking approach
since TWIG is a deterministic algorithm and thus creates
with the same parameter and data always the same users and
synthetic tweets.

TWIG starts by initializing the machines pseudorandom
number generator with the seed s and by creating n random
user names. For each user name, it estimates the number
of tweets a user sends per day with the help of the Tweet
Number Distribution ν. For each of these tweets, TWIG
creates the time when the tweet is send with the help of the
Tweet Daytime Distribution δ. TWIG then creates the tweet
content with the help of the Word Predecessor-Successor
Distribution ω. The created synthetic network with users and
tweets, which belong to the synthetic users, are serialized
in an RDF TWIG model as descried in Section IV-A.

Listing 9: A snippet of a mimicked synthetic network by TWIG.
twig:65abfcdb2ed2939
a owl:NamedIndividual, twig:OnlineTwitterAccount ;
twig:sends twig:65abfcdb2ed2939_2009-10-01T00-28-23_1 ,

twig:65abfcdb2ed2939_2009-10-01T00-02-12_1 .

twig:65abfcdb2ed2939_2009-10-01T00-28-23_1
a owl:NamedIndividual , twig:Tweet ;
twig:tweetContent "Get up! I asked me." ;
twig:tweetTime "2009-10-01T00:28:23"ˆˆxsd:dateTime.

twig:65abfcdb2ed2939_2009-10-01T00-02-12_1
a owl:NamedIndividual , twig:Tweet ;
twig:mentions twig:2ad82edc330b4f2 ;
twig:tweetContent "I won’t go home? \

Sounds like a chance to get your \
own self! @2ad82edc330b4f2" ;

twig:tweetTime "2009-10-01T00:02:12"ˆˆxsd:dateTime .

An snippet of a synthetic network mimicked by TWIG is
given in Listing 9. This snippet consists of a user who has
sent two tweets, one tweet with a mention of another user.

V. EXPERIMENTS

We focus on the Twitter social network as an instance in our
experiments. The aim of our experiments was to address the
following questions regarding the short text generation with
the trained TWIG models:

Q1 Does TWIG produce synthetic tweets competitive to the
quality of authentic tweets?

Q2 How does the training size of the text generation model
influence the quality of the synthetic tweets?

This paper experiments follow a two fold evaluation, a)
an quantitative evaluation and b) a qualitative evaluation, to
answer these two questions. All experiment data and results,
which are non personal data, are public available at: https:
//github.com/dice-group/TWIG.

For the quantitative evaluation, we applied supervised text
classifications to classify sets of tweets that comprised of
authentic tweets from the Twitter network and synthetic tweets
from TWIG. The text classifications aim was to distinguish
between two classes of tweets, authentic and synthetic tweets.
In the first step, we trained models of text classification
algorithms, that we then used in the second step for classi-
fications between authentic and synthetic tweets. To answer
the influence of the training size of the TWIG model in the
second question, we separated the quantitative evaluation in
two scenarios. In the first scenario, models were trained on
a small dataset, so that a trained model fits in the memory
of a common home computer system. In the second scenario,
models were trained on a much bigger dataset, thus the model
size is not suitable for common home systems.

For the qualitative evaluation, synthetic tweets generated by
TWIG and authentic tweets from the Twitter network were
randomly chosen. Those tweets were randomized and then
present to experts8 with the task to classify those tweets in
authentic and synthetic tweets.

8Humans with a degree in computer science.



A. Experimental Setup

1) Datasets: Twitter7 [30] is a multilingual dataset of
tweets crawled from the Twitter network. Those tweets are of
17,069,982 users tweeted within a seven month period from
June 1 2009 to December 31 2009. Thus, in average around
28 tweets per user. From the dataset, we deleted empty tweets
and thus 476 323 635 were left from the Twitter7 dataset.

2) TWIG Model Training: Experiments were performed
with two different TWIG model sizes. Since in our approach,
the model size depends on the training data, we trained one
TWIG model S with a small portion and another TWIG model
L with a large portion of the Twitter7 dataset. The training data
for model L consists of around 60% of the Twitter7 dataset,9

whereas the training data for model S consists of around 4%
of the Twitter7 dataset10. We trained the small model S on
a common home computer system with four cores (Core i7)
and with 16GB of RAM. The large model L, was trained on
64 cores with 256GB of RAM.

3) Short Text Generation and Post-processing: Regarding
the short text generation, TWIG implements just a simple
approach to produce synthetic tweets by concatenating the
words revived by the Word Predecessor-Successor Distribu-
tion with spaces. In our experiments, we observed that the
concatenation of words to generated synthetic tweets has
clearly influenced the quality of the synthetic tweets. Thus,
we applied a post-processing step on the generated synthetic
tweets to increase the quality by cleansing the tweets in this
step. We discuss the results of this additional step in the
result section. The following three post-processing steps were
applied to synthetic tweets: We deleted all spaces in front
of all commas, exclamation marks, opening brackets, points,
question marks, semicolons; and we deleted all spaces after
all closing brackets; and we removed all quotation marks, i.e.,
double quotations and inverted commas.

4) Evaluation with Supervised Text Classifications: Our
quantitative evaluation comprised of two different algorithms,
fastText [26] and BERT [24], to classify a set of tweets in
authentic and synthetic. The first algorithm, fastText, assumes
multi-label classification; thus, in our case, recall and precision
values are equal. In our experiments with this algorithm, we
ran each experiment three times and reported the averaged
precision at one (P@1), based on [26]. For the second algo-
rithm, BERT, we utilize the parameters for this algorithm as
in [24] and we report the loss as well as the accuracy of our
experiments.

Supervised text classification requires training of a predic-
tion model. Thus, we created training datasets to train the text
classification algorithms. For those training datasets, we chose
700k tweets from the Twitter7 dataset that were not chosen to
train TWIG and 700k synthetic tweets generated by TWIG.

For the test dataset, we chose 300k tweets from the Twitter7
dataset that were also in the training dataset for TWIG and
we chose 300k synthetic tweets generated by TWIG for the

9More precisely 290 919 227 tweets.
10More precisely 18 568 442 tweets.

Table I: Precision on the two TWIG models and two methods
with the fastText classification.

Methods S L

default 0.5696 0.5666
post-processing 0.5464 0.5387

Table II: Accuracy and loss on the two TWIG models with
the BERT classification.

Measures S L

accuracy 0.5680 0.5874
loss 4.0117 4.2942

classification between authentic and synthetic. The test dataset
were without retweets and user mentions, because Twitter7
comprises real usernames in tweets but tweets by TWIG are
with anonymized usernames. Thus retweets and tweets with
user mentions are very easy to classify in authentic or synthetic
because of the different representations.

5) Evaluation with Experts: For the human evaluation,
50 tweets were randomly chosen from TWIG and 50 were
randomly chosen from the Twitter network (tweets without
retweets). Those 100 tweets were randomly present to humans
who had the task to classify those tweets in authentic and
synthetic tweets.

B. Results and Discussion

1) Quantitative Results: Tables I and II list our results
observed with supervised text classifications on the small and
the large trained TWIG model, S and L.

Table I lists our evaluation results with the fastText text
classification algorithm. Both models, S and L, reach nearly
the same performance with 0.57 P@1 without post-processing.
With post-processing, the performance increase on both mod-
els, 4.25% on S and 5.18% on L. The best performance in
this scenario is marked in bold and the results suggest that the
synthetic tweets are hard to distinguish from authentic tweets
because the results are below 0.6 P@1.

Table II lists our evaluation results with the BERT text
classification algorithm. In this scenario, we applied the post-
processing because it increased the performance in our first
experiments. The results suggest that the performance on the
small model is slightly better than on the large model, with
0.57 to 0.59 accuracy. The smaller value of the loss function
on S, also indicates the better performance. In this scenario,
the accuracy is below 0.6 on both models. An accuracy of 0.5
means not distinguishable. Consequently, these experiments
suggest that synthetic tweets are hardly distinguishable from
authentic tweets.

It is worth noticing the work of [31] in terms of these
results, it shows that BERT is not always a powerful language
model and can be fooled by attackers via a simple adversarial
strategy. An attacker does not even need to use grammatical
or semantically meaningful queries to break BERT.



2) Qualitative Results: In our qualitative evaluation, 15
experts were involved and split into five groups of three experts
in each group. Our evaluation dataset consists of 100 randomly
sampled tweets, 50 authentic tweets from Twitter7, and 50
synthetic tweets produced by TWIG. We divided those 100
tweets into five parts with 20 tweets each. Each of the five
parts were processed by one group of three experts. Thus, each
expert in one group classified the same 20 tweets. The final
classification of a group is the majority of the expert answers
in each part, with 34 true positives, 15 false positives, 16 false
negatives, and 35 true negatives. Hence TWIG achieves 0.69
accuracy in this experiment on our dataset with 100 tweets,
with 32% of the synthetic tweets were wrongly classified as
authentic tweets.

Five examples of synthetic messages that were wrongly
classified as authentic tweets are listed in the following:
• Please take pressure is being a governor run its not easy!!

lot but am being drunk so silly... :)
• He could win something meaningful and cool nutrition.

:) LOL... i save a
• I’m movin #TYPD #TYPD
• Going to forex market.
• Right. Havent Been diving! #fb
3) Discussions: Our quantitative evaluation showed that

some state-of-the-art text classification algorithms could
hardly distinguish tweets whether they are authentic or
synthetic. In addition, our qualitative evaluation showed
that 32% of the synthetic tweets were wrongly classified as
authentic tweets. These results lead to the answer to our first
question:
Answer to Q1: A significant portion of synthetic tweets were
wrongly classified as authentic tweets by human experts.
Consequently, TWIG produces synthetic tweets competitive
with the quality of authentic tweets.

Also, in our quantitative evaluation, we investigated two
TWIG models, which were trained on different dataset sizes,
a small and a large one. The results suggest, that our approach
with the model trained on a relatively small training dataset,
which fits in a common home computer, achieves almost
the same results compared to the model trained on a much
larger dataset. These results lead to the answer to our second
question:
Answer to Q2: The results on the two different models suggest,
that our approach reaches good results on the model trained
with a relative small training data. Increasing the training data
barely increases the performance of our approach.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented TWIG, a collection of algorithms to mimic
social networks for benchmark generation. We showed how
our approach approximates an underlying social network with
three probability distributions for mimicking this network with
its users, text messages and daytimes. Our results unveil a
number of questions and suggest that TWIG’s text generator
can be improved further by improving the word and sentence

semantics incorporated in generating text. Thus, in the near
future, we plan to integrate semantic embedding in our text
generator with the aim to improve the performance particularly
by increasing the semantics in the generated synthetic tweets.

Further our results regarding the post-processing suggest,
that a document and sentence planner could also improve the
quality of the text generation within TWIG and thus, we plan
to integrate those.
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